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Body armor is necessary for all USMC
rotary wing flight operations in support of OIF.
This article will highlight two safety of flight
issues related to the current body armor used by
USMC aircrew in Iraq.

At the current time, squadrons are only
able to obtain medium (M) and large (LG) PRU-
60/A soft body armor through the supply system.
For some of our combat aircrew, the lack of
small body armor presents a serious problem.
The seriousness of this issue was highlighted in
a June 2005 HAZREP from HMM-161 and
reiterated in a recent HMH-361 HAZREP.  As
stated in the recent HAZREP, “For units de-
ployed in support of OIF, this poses a significant
safety hazard as all flights are considered
tactical and require the use of body armor.  Body
armor that is too large rests on the pilot’s lap
when he or she is seated in the cockpit and
pushes up on their shoulders, effectively restrict-
ing neck movement with the helmet on.  This
problem is exacerbated when landing in dusty
zones or when using night vision goggles.  In
these flight regimes, it is necessary for the pilots
to look directly over their shoulders to acquire
the visual cues needed to affect a safe landing.”
Pilots point out that during this type of landing it
is often necessary to look to the 4 o’clock or 8
o’clock position and down to effect this type of
landing.  In the case where the body armor is too
large, the helmet and goggles will shift up as the
helmet comes in contact with the shoulder
straps.  Just to get the head in the correct
position requires consciously picking the head
up and rotating it chin high before looking down
to get a visual reference point.

Figure 1 shows an aircrew member
wearing the standard body armor and CMU-33A
vest configuration.  When seated in this “flying”
position, it is easy to see the contact between
the bottom of the helmet and the shoulder straps
of the body armor.  Figure 2 shows the amount
of contact present during a head turn.

Gunnery Sergeant David Provencal, the
Flight Equipment SNCOIC for HMLA-269, has
submitted a proposal for modifying the shoulder
straps and neckline of the front carrier to allevi-
ate the problem.  This proposed modification is
currently undergoing evaluation by PMA-202.

A second very important body armor
issue is the IRAC 22 modification that was
approved in April of this year.  Safety of flight
issues were identified with the body armor and

Type I CMU-33A
survival vest
combination as
far back as
2003.  Input
from the fleet
came in the
form of a num-
ber three rank-
ing at an Aircrew
Systems OAG
(2003), a letter

from the CO of MAG-39 to PMA-202 (2003),
multiple HAZREPs and IMP chits (2004, 2005
and 2006), a
briefing to PMA-
202 (2005), an
Unfunded Urgent
Need Statement
submitted by
MAG-26 (2005),
and continued
pressure from
squadrons
deployed for OIF
05-07.  The
message from
each of these sources was that the combination
of the PRU-60/A and PRU-61/A (soft and hard
body armor, respectively) and the CMU-33A vest
was too bulky, affected access to flight controls,
and limited head movement.
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Figure 2

Figure 1

Aircrew Body Armor Issues
by

LT Ellis Gayles
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 Prior to OIF 05-07, some squadron personnel
elected to conduct combat flight operations
wearing the Interceptor vest with survival item
pockets attached to the loops.  For those not
familiar with the Interceptor vest, it is the stan-
dard body armor worn by USMC/USN personnel.
Specific features include internal pockets for the
hard armor ESAPI plates, a large number of
loops to hang gear (similar to the CMU-33A) and
a low profile, especially in the shoulders.  To
address the squadrons’ concerns and aircrew
utilizing unapproved gear, NAVAIR released
IRAC 22 in April of this year.  This modification
places the front hard body armor plate inside the
carrier, places loops on the front of the body
armor for attaching gear pockets, and removes
the Kevlar from the shoulder straps of the rear
piece of body armor.  Figure 3 shows the air-
crew in a set of body armor that has been
modified per IRAC 22.

Although aircrew generally like this
modification, at the current time, only one of the
deployed squadrons has modified a significant
number of body armor sets to use for flight.  The
primary reason is that it takes up to 8 hours to
modify each set of body armor.  The squadrons
do not have the resources to devote that much
time to completing the modification.  Additionally,
with the modified armor, there is limited real
estate to place gear pockets.  As a result, the
squadrons have requested that they be given
more discretion as to what survival gear is worn
on the vest.  This is quite important when the
current requirement to carry items like the sea
dye marker reduces the space available to carry
combat specific survival items such as bullets.

PMA-202 intends to have a new body
armor configuration manufactured and available
to the fleet in the next few years.  Additionally,
two new ‘Desert Warfare’ tables will be placed
into the AIRSAVE manual, addressing both the
body armor/vest configuration and the IRAC 22
body armor configuration.  These tables will
authorize the removal of water specific gear and
give more flexibility in the use of holsters, maga-
zine pockets and first aid kits.
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Figure 3

Editoral Note:
The following information is submitted to provide
amplifying information in support of LT Gayles’ efforts.
For information regarding small and extra large PRU-
60 soft body armor, please refer to the 1 September
2006 version of the 13-1-6.7-4, chapter 3, page 3-2,
paragraph 3-5. Units can order direct through GSA
from Protective Materials Company, (305)820-4414,
small, medium, larger and x-large PRU-60/P22P-15
Small Arms Protective Soft Body Armor. It is recom-
mended that all units take stock of existing and
planned aircrew to determine the amount of small
and extra-large armor needed 3-6 months prior to
deployment to allow the manufacturer ample time to
deliver the required product.

LT Ellis “Crystal”Gayles
Aeromedical  Safety Officer

Marine Aircraft Group 16
gaylesEC@3MAW.usmc.mil



Have you ever asked aircrew or your
shipmates this question?  If so, they probably
will look at you with a deer in the headlights look
thinking “What are you smoking?”, but it is a
legitimate question in regards to current opera-
tional tempo.  Hopefully, anybody with substance
between the ears will not come to work, drive or
fly while intoxicated, but we do, fly, drive and
engage in demanding activities in a fatigued
state.  Fatigue is an ongoing issue affecting
everyone involved in Navy and Marine Corps
aviation resulting in degraded vigilance and
decision making culminating in a wide range of
performance effects that can erode the safety
margin in operational settings.

There are several studies comparing the
effects of fatigue with the effects of alcohol
consumption and the subsequent impact on
performance. One commonly referenced study
by Australian researchers published in the
British Journal of Occupational and Environmen-
tal Medicine has been used in several ready
room and Naval Survival Training Institute (NSTI)
sanctioned briefs on stress management.  The
article details that, although there are some
specific differences in levels of performance on
individual tests, alcohol consumption and fatigue
induced by prolonged wakefulness produce
similar levels of cognitive and psychomotor
impairment.

In Naval and Marine Corps Aviation,
fatigue related issues are a growing concern in
response to the uncomfortable working and
sleeping environments, high operational tempos,
sustained operations, and undeniable insufficient
manpower.  Operationally induced fatigue is an
ongoing issue whose seriousness should be
addressed at all levels of training and all in
aviation related communities from the
maintainers to the aircrew.  Conveying the cold,
hard realization that a single mistake attributed
to decreased operator or  maintainer alertness
may result in a loss of lives and millions of

 dollars in material assets should be the crux of
the message. To prevent incidence of excessive
fatigue, Aeromedical and safety personnel
involved in aviation related activities should be
prepared to discuss and explore a variety of
operational countermeasures.

Humans are genetically hardwired with a
biological need for sleep that is continually
challenged in an aviation environment with high
OPSTEMPO and demanding mission require-
ments.  Challenges result from the aircrew and
maintainers’ exposure to altered and changing
work schedules, crossing time zones, shift
work, long hours of continued wakefulness, and
sleep loss.  The need for sleep is a response to
the brain requiring its regularly scheduled main-
tenance and repair periods.  These regularly
scheduled cycles of sleep maintain operator
efficiency and are dictated by the daily biological
clock, the circadian clock or rhythm.  According
to NASA  AMES Fatigue Countermeasure
researcher Dr. Mark Rosenkind and John
Caldwell from the Air Force Research Labora-
tory, the circadian rhythm is a 24 hour internal
clock responsible for sleeping, waking, body
temperature regulation, hormone secretion,
digestion, mood, and overall performance.

The human brain is programmed to fall
asleep and wake up at certain times throughout
the 24 hour circadian rhythm and is influenced
by specific external time cues from the environ-
ment, the most profound being daylight.  If
personnel are placed in situations where their
circadian rhythm is not adapted to an appropri-
ate schedule, this can affect on the job alertness
in a way such that they might forced to function
when the brain is programmed to be asleep.
This becomes even more apparent during the
circadian low point in alertness and psychomo-
tor capacity when the body expects to be
asleep. The other situation that can occur is that
personnel might attempt to sleep while the brain
is programmed to be awake, therefore, leading
to sleep loss or poor sleep quality – ultimately
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Are You Drunk or Tired
by

LT Kim Oelschlager



According to flight surgeon Dr. Nick
Davenport at the Naval Aviation Schools Com-
mand School of Aviation Safety, as an individual
approaches the normal time of sleep, the circa-
dian rhythm starts to decline, unmasking the
fatigue and signaling the brain to switch into
sleep mode.  This allows the brain to recover
from the demands placed on it throughout the
day. Sleep progresses through distinct phases
of Non Rapid Eye Movement (NREM) and Rapid
Eye Movement (REM) sleep.  NREM is subdi-
vided into 4 stages of deep sleep responsible for
cellular restoration. REM sleep is responsible for
restoration of memory and learning.  When our
heads hit the pillow, we immediately enter sleep
through the phases of NREM, alternating with a
period of REM sleep usually lasting in 90 minute
cycles.  In an 8 hour period, we spend 75% to
80% of our time in NREM sleep alternating
throughout the night with 4 to 6 REM sleep
periods in an effort to restore the brain to its
optimal operating capacity.  After about 8 hours
of sleep, the circadian rhythm starts its upswing
and the brain enters a heightened state of
arousal and eventually awakens the individual.

If at any time this sleep period becomes
disrupted, we experience fragmented sleep,
resulting in increased fatigue levels due to sleep
loss causing a decline in cognitive and psycho-
motor performance.  When the brain senses
fatigue, it will try to insert snatches of sleep to
restore sleep loss called lapses or
“microsleeps” that last anywhere from 5 to 15
seconds with the person appearing to be awake
with eyes open when they are actually asleep.
When a microsleep occurs aircrew may not be
able to process any external stimuli such as
radio calls, warning lights, threats, or mandatory
responses.  Summarily, aircrew performance
may drop to zero during a microsleep.   These
are identifiable human factors that can set the
stage for a loss of situational awareness in-
creasing the likelihood of a mishap.

 Since fatigue is extremely subjective, the signs
and symptoms that we can experience or
objectively witness in others are as follows:

1. Higher level frontal brain functions
goes first ( irritable and cranky)-
affecting Crew Resource Manage-
ment

2.   Complex decision making skills
                  decline

3.   Communication declines (stop
      talking)
4.   Inattention
5.   Task fixation
6.    Error and risk tolerance
       increases
7.    Motivation declines and effort is
       conserved
8.    Short term memory declines
9.    Slowed reaction time
10.  Microsleeps increase

Preventive and operational strategies are
two definitive methods that can be utilized in an
effort to combat the incidence of fatigue. Al-
though preventive strategies consisting of
behavioral and administrative fatigue counter-
measures should comprise the “first line”
approach for sustaining aircrew performance,
pharmacological fatigue countermeasures may
be required.

Preventive strategies that can be applied
are centered on developing good sleep habits
such as minimizing sleep loss by utilizing days
off and rest periods to catch up on any missed
sleep periods.  Understanding that the effects of
sleep loss are cumulative, it is important not to
begin a new work schedule with an existing
sleep debt which might require 2 nights of
unrestricted sleep. Other preventive strategies
are to recognize that as individuals cross time
zones, the body will take a few days to adjust to
the new time zone.

Another element that can affect quality of
sleep is individual nutritional habits including the
over consumption of alcohol and caffeine.
Habits such as the consumption of alcohol will
suppress REM sleep, thus keeping aircrew in
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resulting in decreased performance and opera-
tor alertness.



the lighter stages of NREM resulting in feeling
physically tired and mentally drained after
waking.  Aircrew may use caffeine; normally
considered good if used effectively for its stimu-
lant properties, but too much can degrade sleep
quality if used in appropriately.  Naps are another
effective countermeasure improving one’s
alertness even if one may not feel well rested
upon awakening.

Dr. Mark Rosenkind and NASA
AMES Fatigue Countermeasures Group
conducted a research study on the flight
decks of commercial airliners. The study
examined the effects of a 40 minute nap
and found that a brief nap can significantly
increase alertness and performance. It is
important to take advantage of feeling
sleepy by sleeping.  If circumstances
permit, some sleep is always better than
none. An operational strategy used to
combat fatigue is continuous social inter-
action and conversation.  This prevents
boredom from setting in, especially in
flights where pilots and aircrew are per-
forming repetitive skills (i.e... instrument
flights, continuous landings in the same
LZ). Another operational strategy is employing
the use of pharmacological aids. Such assis-
tance may be needed towards the end of a long
deployment, with the primary goal of using
alertness compounds to bridge the gap between
widely spaced sleep periods. Compounds
including caffeine, modanfil, or dextroamphet-
amine can be used effectively prior to flights
occurring during expected times of decreased
alertness such as our circadian low point. The
“Performance Maintenance during Continuous
Flight Operations” is a resource guide for flight
surgeons to utilize with squadrons in monitoring
an appropriate maintenance schedule and using
the “Go, No Go” medications for Pilots / Aircrew
during continuous operational tempos. Addition-
ally, this manual provides insight into predictors
of in-flight fatigue, and offers suggestions at
ways to work the operational schedule to allevi-
ate some of the fatigue related problems associ-
ated with a high operational tempo.

As human factor advisors, what is our
responsibility to help combat fatigue? Educate
the aircrew with all the necessary information in
regards to performance decrements associated
with fatigue, but most importantly, provide all the
necessary tools aircrew will need to manage
fatigue in operational environments.
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LT Kim “Cutter”
Oelschlager

Aeromedical  Safety Officer
Marine Aircraft Group 39



The FY07 selection for promotion board
results have been released for the summer, so
how did we do? First Look says not so bad!!!
We did not have any officer ‘in-zone’ for CAPT
and we had no one selected for Captain (though
there were 3 officers above zone).  We had 8 in-
zone for CDR and 6 Aerospace Physiologists
were selected (75% selection rate) comparing to
an overall MSC promotion opportunity for CDR
at 66%.  Naval Aerospace Physiology had 11 in-
zone for LCDR and 8 were selected (73%
selection rate) and the overall MSC selection
rate for LCDR was 65% this year.

One cycle does not provide a full picture
but a decade may.  Over a ten year period (FY98
– FY07) we have had a selection rate for CAPT
of 59%, MSC rate was 57%, our selection rate to
CDR over the same ten years has been 72%
and MSC rate was 68%, for LCDR over ten
years our program’s selection rate has been
84% while the MSC rate has been 73%.  The
selection opportunity rates also vary each year
anywhere from 50% (CAPT selection rate FY97
to FY00) to 80% (LCDR selection rate FY05).
This year (FY07) the MSC selection rate was
56% for CAPT, 66% for CDR, and 67% for
LCDR This year was the lowest selection
opportunity for LCDR in 10 years (a pretty tough
year to be in-zone!).

Overall we have done above average
in our success for selection to promotion in
the MSC community.  We have done very well
when held in comparison to our Health Care
Science (HCS) colleagues (about 1/3rd of the
MSC community).    Over a ten year period while
we have had a selection rate for CAPT of 59%,
HCS rate was 54%, our CDR rate has been
72% and HSC rate was 65%, for LCDR over ten
years our program’s selection rate has been
84% while HCS rate has been 74%.  This year
(FY07) the HCS selection rate was 40% for
CAPT, 56% for CDR, and 67% for LCDR, rates
we bettered with our in-zone selects.

Important to note is that your competition
for promotion is not your fellow Aerospace
Physiologists, but rather the entire MSC com-
munity, e.g., the 11 Aerospace Physiologists in
zone for LCDR only made up 5.5 % of the total
in-zone MSC population (N = 199).  LCDR
selection this year included 188 in-zone LTs and
22 above zone LTs (210 total) non-Aerospace
Physiologists.

Who is the successful competitor?
HCA ? For the ten year period the Health Care
Administration (HCA) (includes several sub-
specialties) rate for selection to CAPT was 65%
(above aerospace physiology), for CDR 72%
(same as aerospace physiology) and for LCDR
76% (significantly below aerospace physiology).
This year (FY07) the HCA selection rate was
71% for CAPT, 62% for CDR, and 72% for
LCDR.  How about Clinical Care Sciences
(CCS) ?  For the ten year period CCS section
rate for CAPT was 49%, CDR was 70% and
LCDR was 66%.
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First Look
Selection for Promotion Results for  2007

by
CAPT J.P. Norton

Overall, against big MSC and the
three large categories therein, we are doing
quite well! Aerospace Physiologists are se-
lected for promotion at rates equal to or above
the large groups, the one exception being
selection for CAPT in comparison to HCA.
Important to note, one of the critical criteria for
selection to CAPT is potential to be XO/CO of a
Navy medical resource (which really means
Military Treatment Facility) and that is the spe-
cific career path and training of an HCA.

A  quick count of officers as of this
summer shows there are about 94 active duty
Aerospace Physiologists out of an MSC popula-
tion of about 2400 MSC officers.  We make up
about 3.9% of the total MSC community.  Inter-
estingly, of the approximately 150 MSC Cap-
tains, 8 are Aerospace Physiologists or around
5% of the total MSC CAPT population, of ap-
proximately 310 MSC Commanders 6% are
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Each board has a slightly different view,
in the past ten years we have had CAPT Boards
selecting nearly a third (10 of 32 selections)
from above zone, while the most recent Board
only selected one for promotion from above
zone out of about 100 CDR’s above zone
eligible.  There have been similar anomalies with
the CDR Boards.  Our current Detailer, CDR
George Schoeler, completed a review of the in-
zone records of the HCS community for the 3
Boards of those who were and were not se-
lected this summer.   He looked at the OSR/
PSR, degrees, service schools, and read the
five most recent FITREPS of each officer.  His
conclusions were:

- Attend to your Record (several officers had
blank and gapped OSRs and PSRs).  If addi-
tions or corrections need to be made, follow the
directions provided by the PERS “record man-
agement information” sheet that was provided
earlier (and also posted on the MSC home
page).  Do not send in volumes of information to
the detailer expecting to have your record
updated.  You must take responsibility and
update/correct your record using the appropriate
procedures.  Do not wait until right before the
selection board!

tants 1893 (N = 220 officers), and some just a
bit larger (e.g., Optometry 1880 (N = 130),
Industrial Hygiene 1861 (N = 125),   Pharmacy
1887/88 N= 120, & Clinical Pysch 1840-43 (N =
116)), some are about our size (e.g., POMI 1805
(N= 100), Financial Management 3110 (N = 86),
Med Tech 1865 (N = 82), & Environmental
Health1860 (N= 82), some are quite small in
comparison (Physical Therapy 1873 (N = 76),
Aerospace Experimental Psychology 1844 (N =
31), Research Psychology 1845 (N = 19),
Physiology 1835 (N = 13), & Education & Train-
ing Management 3150 (N = 12).  Comparing
selection rates across the sub-specialties
becomes difficult since size varies and a single
Failed of Selection (FOS) has a different impact
on the community (a single in-zone officer FOS
can represent 100% FOS rate in one commu-

With 32 sub-specialties making up the
Medical Service Corps, Aerospace Physiology is
of average size, there are some communities
dramatically larger (e.g., General Health Care
Administration 1800 (N =520), Physician Assis-

Aerospace Physiologists, and of the 530 LCDRs
6 % are Aerospace Physiologists.  So, though
we are less than 4% of the total, we make up
nearly 6% mid and senior grade officers (we are
doing well).

nity, and representing 8 % of the community’s
officers but only represent a 10% FOS rate in
another and 2% of the community’s total officer
population).  For a Second Look at how are we
doing, I’ve selected several other sub-specialties
for an Aerospace Physiology comparison in
Table 2:(See page 11)

The highlighted numbers (percentages)
within the table are those that are currently
selecting at a higher percentage rate than
Aerospace Physiology.  There are 25 other sub-
specialties not included in the Table.  It appears
that as a program we are doing great for selec-
tion to LCDR, very good on selection for promo-
tion to CDR and are at the norm for selection to
Captain.  The only group in this table that ap-
pears to be achieving greater success than us
at this time is Physical Therapy.  On second
look, we are very competitive, but as always
noted, each Board has a few surprises and
outstanding officers are left on the table.

 - Review your OSR/PSR annually.  And, prior
to coming into zone for promotion, have a senior
officer, mentor, or the detailer review your record
to get another opinion on how your record looks.

- One of one FITREPs are common, they are
not killers, the reporting senior needs to break
the officer out in the Block 41 write up with a
ranking (e.g., “#1 O4 of 12 regardless of desig-
nator or service”)

- Get educated, if you do not have an advanced
degree, get one! If you haven’t been to a Navy
course (service school) that shows up on the
official record since OIS, go to one!! You are
behind the curve.

- Format: strong opening statement, line space,
bullets, line space, strong closing statement.
Easy to read. Easy to digest!
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-  Cause and effect, cause & effect, cause &
effect! Question:  What are the three most
important things for FITREP bullets to have!
Technological jargon is out (the term FAILSAFE
ALSS is meaningless to a Podiatrist and Re-
serve HCA sitting on a selection board) everyone
must be able to read and easily understand what
the write up says.

- Include significant leadership accomplish-
ments in the bullets, PRT scores are already
posted (passed within standards) and volunteer
community service can be recognized with a
decoration duly noted in your service record,
attending the Birthday Ball was fun but….  As a
leader, what were your cause & effect accom-
plishments for the Navy?

- Block 41 write up must match grades given
- i.e. shouldn’t say “CDR Jimbo is clearly an
outstanding leader, head & shoulders above the
rest” and then give out a “3” in Block 38 (Leader-
ship).  FITREP credibility is gone.

- Strong clear closing statement!! that vali-
dates selection recommendation (i.e., don’t have
a statement that says: “LCDR Jimbo is definitely
the most Promotable officer in my command”
and then have the Early Promote Block 42
checked off, the Briefer will be confused, is this

All of the Board members will see your
record (OSR & PSR) flashed up on the viewing
screen, the Briefer (a Board member) actually
reads your FITREPs sometime before the
record presentation, makes notes, and briefs
your record from what appears on the screen
and the notes made.  He/she has a very short
time, “about a minute” to explain what your
strengths are (i.e., the Briefer’s impression of
your write ups and grades) and indicate whether
you are a strong candidate for selection.  Your
record may be briefed several times before the
Board (each time by a different Briefer if you are
“in the crunch”) or it may be briefed only once (a
first look yea or nay based on voting score
results when cut off points are determined).

In conclusion, as a program we are
doing very well before the Boards.  To
continue to excel, our FITREP write ups need
to be clear, strong, state cause & effect, have
valid recommendations and assessments.  The
FITREP should indicate succinctly that you are
ready for additional responsibility in leadership
positions.  Your Service Record (OSR/PSR)
needs to be accurate and complete, reflecting
good grades, career progression, recognition
(awards), and continuing education (service
schools).

How do I make all of this happen?  An
important message constantly delivered from
CAPT Kathy Morrison, MSC, USN, Honorary
Aerospace Physiologist (now retired) was
“Bloom where you are Planted” (possibly lifted
from an Erma Bombeck book, or was that “The
Grass is Always Greener over the Septic
Tank”?)  You should be enjoying what you
are doing, it will lead to success and accom-
plishments and your FITREPs will reflect.
Personally, I am having fun, I sincerely hope that
you are too!!

 -Jimbo
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LCDR who really falls into the Promotable
category?).

Aerospace/Operational
Physiology
 Program

- A Force Enabler

Our Mission:
 Assist our Warriors in winning  the fight,
Prevent Losses due to hostilities & mis-
haps, Ensure Survival of hostilities &
mishaps



Table 1:  The FY98 - FY07 MSC Selection for Promotion rates (10 years)  
 
Grade  Aero Phys HCS  HCA  CCS  MSC  
 
CAPT  59%  54%  65%  49%  57% 
 
CDR  72%  65%  72%  70%  68% 
 
LCDR  84%  74%  76%  66%  73% 
            

Table 2: 
FY98-FY07 MSC Selection for Promotion rates by selected sub-specialties:  
Sub-Sp. 1836 1880 1805 1800 1844 1873 1861 1887/88  
Title  Av Ph Opt POMI HCA AEP PT IH Pharm.  MSC 
# officers 94 130 100 520 31 76 125 122   2400  
Grade 
 
CAPT  59% 32% 64% 60% 44% 69% 52% 67%    57% 
 
CDR  72% 71% 57% 65% 56% 86% 69% 60%    68% 
 
LCDR  84% 84% 75% 65% 81% 83% 85% 67%    73% 
            

Capt Jim Norton, MSC USN
Aerospace Phyisology Program

Manager & Specialty Leader
DSN: 762-3465

jpnorton@us.med.navy.mil
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“One of the main issues across CVW-14
is the lack of proficiency and training with the
system (Combat Surivivor Evader Locator).
Comprehensive long-term training needs to be
integrated into schoolhouse training.  The
comfort level and proficiency of aircrew with
survival equipment is paramount to a successful
rescue.  Survival Escape Resistance and
Evasion training lacks any training on survival
radio systems.  Additionally, aviation physiology
training, required every four years, lacks depth of
training on this radio system.  CVW-14 recom-
mends both courses be expanded to include
CSEL and other survival radios used operation-
ally.” GENADMIN 062104Z AUG 04, CSEL INITIAL
OPERATIONAL LESSONS LEARNED, CVW-14

It has been approximately 3 years since
my last article, so I decided to tread familiar
water with my latest submission, yet keeping it
germane to my most recent  billet.  For the past
two and half years, ASTC Miramar has been
conducting PRC112B1 survival radio training for
RP1, RP3, and select RP2 & RP4 students.
The class is approached as an overview for
refresher students.

The training begins with a 20-minute
overview as part of the pre-brief for the Hands-
On-Training Stations.  The instructor leads the
class through a Power Point presentation
covering the anatomy and basic radio capabili-
ties.  The brief is designed for the students
follow along with one of 11 PRC112B1s organic
to the ASTC.  The classroom instructor walks
the students through select software menus
covering GPS capabilities, short text-messaging
features, and voice communication options in a
relatively short period as an enmasse brief.
The current brief is an edited version of the
NSAWC 112B1 brief provided at FAILSAFE this
past year by AW1 Rodgers, NSAWC CSAR
Survival Electronics Subject Matter Expert.
Although the Power Point is voluminous in

The students are then divided into small
groups for the Hands-On-Training session as
mandated by NASTP Curricula covering the
CNO required element of Signaling Devices.  A
112B1 land navigation station has been added to
further emphasize teaching points discussed in
the brief and build student confidence.   The
students are further divided into two smaller
groups of three to four students and provided
with a quick brief on the land navigation course
that is part of the station.  At that point the two
groups use the 112B1 to navigate a set course.
The instructor follows along with one group while
the other group navigates the course by them-
selves.  The two groups then navigate to a
midway point and the instructor then switches
groups.  This provides an opportunity for one -
on - one questioning for one group while demon-
strating the intuitiveness of the radio navigation
features for the instructorless group.   Students
are encouraged to send short text messages
while in transit to the various waypoints sur-
rounding ASTC Miramar.  The students are
reminded that the primary means of land naviga-
tion is through the use of a lensatic compass
and terrain association.   ASTC instructors
emphasize utilization of the PRC112 as a
secondary means of navigation that is limited by
battery life.

slides, time spent on each slide is minimal as
most slides are images of the radio display as
certain features are initiated.

How is all this possible you ask?  Specifi-
cally, where does an ASTC acquire eleven
112B1s in this fiscally austere environment to
provide as operationally relevant training?
Fortunately for the Fleet, the current FAILSAFE
Team Lead, LT Corey “Stuart” Little has demon-
strated tremendous foresight by situating Fleet
training assets at ASTC Miramar.  This allows
the ASTC to provide the Fleet the training it is
asking for, as detailed in the opening quote.
Situating these assets with a Fleet ASTC facili-
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-tates compliance with the new curricula issued
by NSTI covering the PRC112 family of radios.
As per the NSTI performance checklist Module
G, ASTC Miramar students are afforded the
opportunity to preflight the radio and manipulate
messaging and navigation features of this radio
in an environment that is more stimulating than
posteriorly bound to a ready room chair in an
audience of an entire squadron.

ASTC 112 training also facilitates discus-
sion amongst students from different communi-
ties ranging from CSAR types to CAG staff to
the LCpl that may be seeing the radio for his or
her first time.  The ASTC plays a vital role in the
FAILSAFE introduction process. ASTC ALSS
hands on stations are FAILSAFE introductions
that NSTI is supporting.  Student critiques praise
ASTC 112 training as some of the best survival
radio training they have received or, in more
cases than not, the only survival radio training
they have ever received, inclusive of veterans of
OIF and OEF.   ASTCs are integral to the suc-
cessful execution of the FAILSAFE training
mission.  AMSOs and AMSCs do a great job
conveying survival radio information, but they
have been classically relegated to conducting
training whenever the deploying entity can find
time for it and are dependent upon asset avail-
ability.  Training exercises are generally geared
toward a select few in terms of survival exer-
cises and not every sailor and marine is allowed
to participate in a survivor capacity in these
events.  Refresher training at the ASTCs pro-
vides another opportunity to pass along this
essential survival training.  It is a captive audi-
ence that is required to attend every four years
and a catchall for the aircrew that have been out
of the cockpit for a while and may have missed
that CSAR training exercise.  It is a CNO-
mandated course of instruction that is absolutely
operationally relevant and needs to be made
available for every student attending physiology
training at every ASTC.

Positioning a large cache of training
assets at an ASTC has also benefited the
training efforts of several local commands.
Utilizing these assets, Aeromedical Safety
Teams (AST) have been

able to fulfill short fuse training needs of deploy-
ing 3rd & 4th  MAW units and local Naval com-
mands, as well as other west coast training
requests.  Having an accessible pool of training
radios has eliminated impinging upon limited
Fleet assets for training endeavors and the
logistical burden of frequently transferring
assets.   ASTs still cover basic radio functions
during their ready room briefs, but also delve into
other unit/deployment specific areas such as
CSAR , maintenance, and intelligence as it may
relate to personnel recovery or unit level asset
management.   ASTs can easily sign out radios
for increasing their familiarity prior to providing
any ready room briefs.

With CSEL finding its way in to the
survival vests of two different CAGs and  a MEU
or two, consideration of the ASTC’s conducting
CSEL’s training must be discussed.   It may be
possible to add CSEL to the hands on stations
similar to the PRC112 module currently used at
ASTC Miramar.   Another issue to address is
that both of these radios will be fielded simulta-
neously for a number of years, so can ASTCs
provide introductory and refresher radio training
for both radios?

I conclude with the following observation.

“HM2 Butler conducted an excellent
PRC-112 radio training session.  After a thor-
ough brief on how to use the radios, he broke
the class up into small groups, issued each a
radio, and had them follow a pre-programmed
course around several buildings and parking
lots.  Outstanding training, which if logistically
feasible, I would recommend for all classes at all
ASTCs.”  ASTC Miramar Training Quality As-
sessment, 2004

LT Jim “Bumbles” Balcius
Full Time Out Service

San Diego State University
jabalcius@ncsd.mednavy.milS
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The Aerospace Medical Association
(AsMA) held its 77th annual meeting at the
Caribe Royale resort in Orlando, FL from 14 to
18 May 2006.  The theme of this year’s AsMA
meeting was “Spread the Word, Share the
Science”, and that is just what we did.  This
meeting provided excellent opportunities for
professional education, professional involvement
and development through liaison with other
services and nations, and fellowship within Navy
Medicine.  Oh, and free food at Woody’s place.

Board Certification in Aerospace Physiology.
In 1977, the Aerospace Medical Association first
offered board certification in Aerospace Physiol-
ogy.  The objectives of the certification program
are:  1) To encourage the study, improve the
practice, and elevate the standards of excel-
lence in Aerospace Physiology; 2) To provide an
avenue for professional and peer recognition;
and 3) To serve as a goal which members can
strive to attain through dedication, self study, and
personal contributions to the AsMA and the
AsPS.  LCDR Prevost served as the Chair of
the examination committee this year.  LT Folga
was the only Naval Aerospace Physiologist to sit
for this year’s exam on Sunday, 14 May.  On
Wednesday, 17 May, the AsMA Executive Coun-
cil granted board certification in aerospace
physiology to LT Folga.

U.S. Navy Luncheon.  The U.S. Navy luncheon
is sponsored each year by either the Society of
U.S. Naval Flight Surgeons or the Society of
U.S. Naval Aerospace Physiologists (SUSNAP).
This year’s host was SUSNAP.  As the outgoing
president of the SUSNAP, LCDR Prevost was
the master of ceremonies and provided the
Aerospace Physiology community brief on
behalf of BUMED M341.  Vice Admiral Arthur
was this year’s guest speaker.  LCDR Prevost
presented a framed copy of the coveted Hank
Caruso print to Admiral Arthur as a token of
appreciation for speaking at the luncheon.

Aerospace Physiology Society Education
and Training Day Panel.  Co-chaired by LCDR
Hebert and LT Folga, this year’s Education and
Training Day program was entitled “Incorporation
of Science and Technology to Counter Physi-
ological Threats in Operational Environments”.
The panel presentation highlighted the work
being done in the areas of spatial orientation,
night vision, hypoxia recognition and recovery,
and nutritional intervention on cognitive perfor-
mance and stress management.  The panel
was held on Wednesday, 17 May from 0830-
1200 with the annual Aerospace Physiology
Society luncheon immediately following.  Three
of the seven presentations were given by NSTI
Aerospace Physiologists:

a.  The Use of Multimedia and Non-Motion
Based Simulation to Combat Spatial Disori-
entation in Naval Aviation
LT Folga presented on the NSTI Human Perfor-
mance and Training Technology evaluation of an
experimental spatial awareness training system
aimed at teaching aircrew how to avoid, recog-
nize, and recover from SD-related problems.
The experimental system is based upon a three
tiered approach consisting of instructor-led
multimedia presentations, flight simulation, and
self-paced DVD and web-based materials.
Additionally, Use of flight simulator software, with
high-fidelity visualization of real world environ-
ments, has been incorporated into a first gen-
eration prototype capable of providing hands-on
training for avoidance of select SD scenarios.
The current prototype provides head-tracking for
demonstration of sensory spatial reflexes and is
also linked to an instructor operator station (IOS)
for data storage.  The IOS can be linked directly
or indirectly to the simulator and is now capable
of providing near real time graphs that allow
instructors to closely monitor and debrief pilot
performance.

ASmAASmA After Action Review
by

LCDR Rich Folga & CDR Lynn Wheeler
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b.  Simulator Physiology (SIMPHYS) in
Naval Aviation: the evolution of hypoxia
training in the Naval Aviation Survival
Training Program
LT Jones presented on the results from Re-
duced Oxygen Breathing Device (ROBD)
SIMPHYS operations.  Since 2004, the Naval
Survival Training Institute (NSTI) has investi-
gated the efficacy and utility of normobaric
hypoxia training in combination with flight
simulators to enhance training realism and
reduce altitude exposure risks.  Previous work
by investigators at the Naval Aerospace Medical
Research Laboratory (NAMRL) and the Naval
Operational Medicine Institute (NOMI) has
verified that using the ROBD is highly effective
for refresher jet aircrew.

c.  Night Vision Goggle Mishap Lessons
Learned: Turning Tragedy into Training
LT Folga, as the third author, presented on
behalf of Marine Aviation Weapons and Tactics
Squadron One on the development of
courseware to combat human factors aviation
mishaps during night vision goggle operations.
The proliferation and widespread employment of
advanced technology night vision devices (NVD)
has not resulted in dramatic decreases in NVD
related mishaps.  In fact, even with the dramatic
increase in performance of NVDs, the same
types of mishaps keep occurring.  The develop-
ment of a new courseware product applying
current training technology for use across
platforms and services was described in this
presentation.

Aerospace Physiology Society Annual Lun-
cheon.  CDR Wheeler and LT Folga served as
co-chairs for this year’s luncheon and coordi-
nated the Smith W. Ames Memorial Lecture.
The guest speaker was Scot Best, Lead, V-22
Crew Systems, Naval Air Systems Command -
Human Systems Research & Engineering
Division.  Scot briefed the AsPS on critical MV-
22 (US Marine Corps Variant) and the CV-22 (US
Air Force - Special Operations Command
Variant) program challenges such as crew
accommodation, crew station layout, controls,
displays, control/display integration, night vision
device compatibility, chem-bio gear, situational

awareness, and user-computer interface.  The
V-22 will be a challenge for NSTI as well since
we must adapt our training (and perhaps our
devices) to meet the unique needs of those who
will fly in that platform.

Aerospace Physiology Society (AsPS) Annual
Business Meeting.  CDR Wheeler and LT
Folga served as at large members of the AsPS
Board of Governors for 2006.  LT Folga’s term
as an at large member was extended until 2008.
Additionally, CDR Wheeler was elected in this
year’s elections as the President-elect.

Water survival training research presented.
LCDR Prevost presented on Wednesday as the
third author in a paper titled:  Assessment of
Aircrew Spatial Abilities and Psychological Trait
Measures in Relation to Aviation Water Survival
Training.  Aircrews are required to make deci-
sions about complex spatial information often in
highly stressful situations. This investigation
examined the relationship between anticipatory
stress, spatial abilities, psychological trait
measures, and performance through Multi-place
Underwater Egress Training system (METS)
training. Conclusions drawn by the authors
indicated that performance on spatial abilities
tasks is influenced by test administration time;
students performed more poorly when anticipat-
ing highly stressful METS training. While there
were no relationships between performance on
spatial abilities tests and personally, successful
aircrew had lower levels of neuroticism and trait
anxiety and higher levels of conscientiousness.
Personnel selection and training implications of
these findings were discussed in what was
described as a “lightly attended” session.  The
full abstract is available for this and all other
presentation listed above in the March 2006
Aviation, Space and Environmental Medicine
journal supplement.

Ejection morbidity and mortality research
presented.  LT Jim Hunt presented a portion of
his graduate work at USUHS on ejection injury
and fatality rates as part of a panel titled Things
that Go Bump in the Air.  His approach was to
review all Naval Safety Center Class A flight
mishap ejection records as a Case Series for
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FY 1990-2004.  Inclusion criterion demanded
that at least one of the aircrew escaped.   Out-
come was categorical with respect to injury
level: none, minor, major, and fatal.  Linear
regression was performed for rate trends.
Ejection envelope was the risk factor.   LT Hunt
found the number (rate) of ejections has de-
creased, as have the number of injuries and
fatalities. Within the safe envelope, injury and
fatality rates/100,000 flight hours/FY have
declined. Outside the safe envelope, the fatality
rate has slightly increased; the Minor Injury rate
trend is flat. Annual flight hours, a surrogate for
hazard exposure, decreased from high
800,000s in 1990 to low 500,000s in 2004.
Fatality rates outside of the safe envelope
slightly increased, and 80% of ejections fall
within safe envelopes. Odds of fatality within the
envelope are very low. Even though 62% had
only minor injuries, and 16% had only major
injuries, ejection is a better option than no
escape. Reduced injury rates may be due to
safe envelope expansion. Increased fatality rates
when outside the envelope, seems to validate
ejection seat performance limitations.  You can
view LT Hunt’s presentation on the NMO NASTP
SME Ejection Page.  Injury odds, and injury odds
ratios for ejection envelope, along with how they
were calculated are in the presentation.

AsPS Evening Social. An annual event, this
year’s challenge was to find a fun spot in Or-
lando that would feed a pack of hungry, cheap
physiologists – and it had to be fun.  Fortunately,
Friday’s Front Row came through for us after
much haggling with many other locations.  Not
only was there way more food than we could
eat, it was darn good as well.  A Navy-Only
social was hosted by CDR Woody Andrews at
his abode in the hills of central Florida.  Thanks
again Woody for having us all there.

Conclusions.  The active involvement of Naval
Survival Training Institute personnel in the
Aerospace Medical Association, Aerospace
Physiology Society, and Society of U.S. Naval
Aerospace Physiologists continues to positively
represent the Naval Operational Medicine
Institute.  Involvement in these professional
organizations allows for extremely valuable

exchange of ideas across the international
aeromedical community, both military and
civilian.  Following LT Jones’s brief on ROBD,
one of the USAF Aerospace Physiology Program
Directors commented, “I hope you don’t mind if
we copy everything you have done.”  NSTI is
clearly leading the way into the future in aviation
survival training.  We must continue to utilize
every opportunity to share ideas and pursue
efforts that support our mission to ensure the
joint warfighter is fully equipped and trained for
optimal performance and survival across the
full-spectrum of operations.
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As always, Marine Helicopter Squadron
One (HMX-1) is a cornucopia of opportunity for
the AMSO, LCDR Bransdorfer and newly as-
signed AMSC, HM2 Dado.  The most recent
program to hit HMX-1 OT&E is the CH-53K.
HMX-1 has begun working issues related to the
Marine Corps Heavy Lift Replacement Aircraft
(HLR) or now identified as the CH-53K.  LCDR
Bransdorfer has been assigned to the CH-53K
Crew Systems Working Group (CSWG) with
two additional pilots from HMX-1.  The CSWG is
involved in all aircraft systems that have a
human interface.  In addition to working aircrew
issues with the 53K, the team is also involved
with in-service systems of the CH-53E.  A
number of the 53E upgrade systems may be
used in the new 53K.  The HMX team is in
process of assisting NAVAIR PMA-261 in as-
sessing troop and crew chief seat upgrades.  In
addition to the seats, the team is studying
avionics options and their impact on the aircrew.

Current HMX aircrew systems projects
and programs continue to move forward in the
acquisition world albeit not the pace desired by
most.  The Type II (helicopter variant) Joint
Service Aircrew Mask (JSAM) is moving toward
flight testing next summer.  The perfect time to
test CB equipment!  So don’t be surprised if
those of you with CH-53Es are given a friendly
phone call for a bit of assistance as a “trusted
agent”.  You could even volunteer to be a sub-
ject!  Fun in the sun for sure.

The Joint Protective Aircrew Ensemble
(JPACE) has completed its operational testing
(OT) and is moving on to full rate production
(FRP).  You may be seeing a new aviation CB
suit sooner than later.

All military members understand that the
tides of change are constant.  Those changes
brought HMX the departure of HMC Furrow and
the arrival of HM2 Dado.  HMC Furrow did an
outstanding job at HMX and will be sorely
missed.His diligence and dedication to Marine

LCDR Al Bransdorfer
Operational Test & Evaluation

HMX-1
alfred.bransdorfer@usmc.mil

LCDR AL Bransdorfer

HMX-1 Update
by

LCDR Al Bransdorfer

Corps aircrew were outstanding as he worked
as one of the squadron Operational Test Direc-
tors.  HMC Furrow headed back to the Fleet as
a Corpsman assigned to MAG 26 at New River.
He is excited about getting back into the fight so
to speak.  Upon his departure HMC Furrow was
awarded the Navy/Marine Corps Commendation
Medal for his work.  We bid farewell to HMC
Furrow and wish him good luck in his future
endeavors. HMC Furrow’s replacement, HM2
Dado arrived from ASTC Pax River and is
looking forward to the challenges at HMX.
Currently he is in the middle of his CH-46 AO
quals.  We welcome HM2 Dado!
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Recently, one of our newly qualified
signaling devices instructors and I were afforded
the wonderful opportunity to travel to Naval Strike
Air Warfare Center (NSAWC) to observe PRC
112B1 use in the CSAR environment during
CVW 7’s Airwing predeployment training in
Fallon, NV.  Depending on the CAG’s desires,
there are about 4 CSAR events during their
month-long training cycle.  During their first
week, all aircrew are given a brief on the en-
crypted radio that they will be using in theater
and are taught how to conduct a voiceless
rescue.  The CSAR events begin in earnest in
the second week.  Using a crawl-walk-run
approach, the scenarios get more complex and
require a greater number of support aircraft as
the wing develops its CSAR skills.  I will de-
scribe the culminating dedicated CSAR event.

Two jet aircrew from the wing are utilized
as the “downed” aviators and are dropped off
with an NSAWC staff member at different places
in one of the ranges shortly after sunset.  They
bring their own helmets and are given all the
equipment that they would want from their
allotted survival gear if they had been wearing it.
Here is the situation: Two USAF aircraft had
been “shot down” two days prior and one evader
had been captured.  The status of his 112 was
unknown.  The other two that had just been
dropped off had been theoretically evading while
the dedicated CSAR package was developed
and assembled.  With the darkness of night,
Red Air assets arcing overhead, and Red
vehicle and foot patrols scouring the hillsides in
search of our heroic evaders, the realism of the
scenario hit home.

The amount of coordination necessary
for a dedicated CSAR evolution is amazing.  To
rescue the two downed aircrew, over 50 indi-
viduals in 12 different aircraft went into harm’s
way.  From the battlefield and airspace manage

ment of EP3 and E2C to the Hornets acting as
Rescue Mission Commander (RMC-typically a
WSO), Air to Air defense, Suppresion of Enemy
Air Defenses (SEAD) package muscle/escorts,
and recovery aircraft escorts to the helos that
would actually pick up the wayward aircrew, the
time management and sharing of SA with all
individuals was critical.  When an airwing de-
ploys, it will have an average of 3-4 Quickdraw
interrogators.  Unless they plan to have an
airborne CSAR RMC when the mission
launches (a rarity), these are usually kept locked
up on the boat until needed.  Once issued, they
go to the RMC and the helo rescue aircraft.
Often times the aircrew in the E2 will have one
as well.

During this particular event, the Red
opposing forces package included various SAM
threats, fixed and rotary wing threats, and
mounted and unmounted ground based threats.
The fixed wing good guys were flying in Link 16
equipped aircraft.  About 5 minutes into the
engagement, the RMC lost SA and flew into the
Missile Engagement Zone (MEZ) of a SAM.  You
can figure out what happened next.  This high-
lights the importance of information processing,
task saturation, and task prioritization.  Even
though he had all the info he needed right in front
of him to avoid that dangerous situation, his task
shedding and ability to handle information
management failed him and led to an undesir-
able result.

The evader had his 112 out and was
trying to data communicate with the rescue
forces, but wasn’t getting an immediate re-
sponse even though he knew the rescue at-
tempt was underway.  You can imagine the
anxiety the evader was feeling, wondering if the
message was received or if the transmission
was sent correctly.  At this point, it should be
noted that SPINS is vitally important in order to
obtain communication.  If the evader or

CSAR CSAR Training Exercise
by

LT Jon Champine
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rescuer is not following the correct procedures
in the correct SPINS document, the rescue
effort will be hampered greatly by something as
simple as being on the wrong frequency or
leaving the radio on and running out of battery
life.  Due to the time lapse between shootdown
and CSAR launch it was also very important for
the rescue forces to remember what the evad-
ers’ last known SAR frequency and word of the
day was.  In this instance, some confusion
arose as to the radio ID # of each of the survi-
vors.  The RMC had been given different ID#s
for the survivors.  This delayed positive identifi-
cation of the evaders caused enough confusion
to delay vital parts of the mission.  It also caused
the first break in the voiceless communication
ideal.  While not an intentional part of the event,
it highlighted the role and importance of the
maintainer in the rescue coordination process
as well.

The SITREP message on the radio was
very useful.  However, the evader did not have a
full understanding of the radio menu and was
delayed sending out edited SITREP responses
to interrogations.  The rescue successfully
progressed to the terminal area of communica-
tions.  Once they were in that stage of commu-
nications, the evader was asked to pop a flare.
In the dark of night, a visual ID between the helo
and the evader had not yet been established and
there were known ground forces in the area;
time was of the essence!  The evader could not
figure out how to activate his Mk-124…leading to
repeated calls from the helo to pop the flare
while it was flying in a vulnerable pattern.
The inert Mk124s at the ASTCs often have a
very loose lever mechanism which sometimes
slides out on its own accord.  NSTI’s plan of
having more inert assets should help lessen the
training load per flare which will help preserve
the stiff condition of the lever mechanism.
Although it wasn’t a totally voiceless rescue, it
was sparse enough to limit the DF capabilities of
the opposing forces.

Despite some glitches in the plan the
good guys succeeded in rescuing the two
aviators, however, because of the loss of SA
they lost two of the 50 they put in harms way.

Lessons learned:  As we all well know –
but that apparently the aircrew didn’t realize –
the desert environment harbors some significant
environmental stressors with temperature
variations over 40 degrees and monochromatic
landscapes that can make it difficult to judge
elevation changes for evader and rescue forces
alike.  Many times aircrew do not take the time to
consider worst case scenarios and it is events
like this CSAR exercise that can really show-
case the importance, more so than any canned
brief.

• They will not entirely be familiar with
SPINS.
• They won’t know how to use all facets of
the radio properly.
•  They won’t know how to use all of the
signaling devices.
•  Stress the importance of proper radio
maintenance and ensure ID#s logged in
properly.
• The importance of environmentally
appropriate optional gear.
• They will take their time, even when
rescue forces are overhead.

Here are the lessons learned in regards
to your average evader’s capabilities.

This was a very worthwhile observational
evolution.  Many thanks go out to AW1 Rogers
and the rest of the staff at NSAWC for hosting
us.  If anyone else gets the chance to participate
in an event like this, I would highly recommend it.

LT Jon “Peanut” Champine
ASTC Miramar Operations

Division Officer
NSTI

 JDChampine@nmcsd.med.navy.mil
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When I was going through SNAP (Stu-
dent Naval Aerospace Physiologist) training, I
was taught that anything could happen in the
altitude chamber, ranging from ear blocks to
loss of consciousness; from hypoxia to vaso-
vagal syncope.  But, has anyone seen a student
pass out because of vaso-vagal syncope, only
to have another student pass out from hyperven-
tilation?  Within the same flight?  If you haven’t,
then “Welcome to Pensacola!”  Where if it’s
going to happen, it’s going to happen here!  And
it all happened in one day.

The day started out like every Wednes-
day.  We had 58 students onboard and were
ready for training.  Wednesday is our “double
chamber” day – we have two Type IIA chamber
flights for the API students.  It was a normal day
of operations, in which we have the API students
flying in the chamber and riding in the Multi-
Spatial Disorientation Demonstrator (MSDD).
We also have the indoctrination aircrew stu-
dents onboard (N5/NP2) and other non-pipelines
also spinning in the MSDD on Wednesdays.

For the first chamber flight, I was an
Inside Observer (I/O).  I try to keep a very active
scan whenever we pass through 28,000 ft
because the positive pressure from the regula-
tors kick in.  But, I was not prepared for what
happened at 34,000 ft, when a student lost
consciousness (LOC).  Since I was the closest
I/O, I immediately performed the emergency
procedures for LOC, ruling out hypoxia with
examinations for disconnected hose, hole in
mask or regulator in off position. At that point, the
other I/Os and I were surprised to observe that
the student had lost bowel control.  The CO
immediately descended the altitude chamber to
perform a lock-out.  As we came through 25,000
ft, the student regained consciousness.  After a
successful lock-out and descent to site level, the
Diving Medical Officer (DMO) diagnosed the

student with vaso-vagal syncope.  The student
was returned to training that day (in medical
scrubs while his flight suit was being washed)
and was extremely embarrassed.  As you can
imagine, his classmates had several call signs
ready for him when he walked through the door.

While the DMO was taking care of the
student, training continued.  The chamber re-
ascended to 25,000 ft for the hypoxia demon-
stration.  The first group demo was uneventful.
With 1:19 into the second patty-cake hypoxia
demo, a student from the first group lost con-
sciousness for about 5 seconds.  The DMO
later diagnosed it as hyperventilation.

Two LOC’s on one flight!  As you can
predict, the flight was returning to site level
immediately; this flight was done!  As the cham-
ber descended, another student complained of
an ear block.  Because of the LOC with the
second student, we were not going to stop the
descent to site level.  As a result, he was
“treated on the fly,” another term that I had heard
before, but never had the opportunity to see.
The student was sprayed and politzerized
before he felt any relief.

When flights don’t go as planned and
emergencies occur, the Physiology Department
Head, LT Brian Bohrer ensures that a “lessons
learned” debrief for the staff is conducted.  As
we critiqued the actions of the staff and were
discussing the importance of quarterly training,
the meeting was interrupted due to a non-
pipeline student who passed out in the MSDD.

The student, a chaplain getting an N5/
NP2 qualification to fly in the T-34, was riding in
the MSDD when he came over comms, report-
ing that he was “about to pass out.”  The device
was halted, and the staff found the student
unconscious in the pod.  The Emergency
Response Team (ERT) then called base EMS.
The student remained unconscious for about

Black Cloud Wednesday
by

LT Amy Hendrix
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four minutes.  When the chaplain regained
consciousness, he opted to continue training,
but felt severely disoriented for the next hour.

With three students who lost conscious-
ness, one might think that the emergencies of
the day were over, but we still had one more
Type IIA flight for the day.  Fortunately, all of the
excitement was contained in the morning.  The
second flight of the day went up and came back
down without incident.

Within four hours of training, we had a
student vaso-vagal, one hyperventilate, one have
an ear block, and one lose consciousness due
to disorientation.  All that we needed that day to
“hit for the cycle” was a DCS hit!  Fortunately for
us, “Murphy” didn’t visit us.

It was a good training day in which the
staff was able to effectively work together and
treat the students efficiently according to the
SOP.  We have a deeper appreciation for the
quarterly mishap training because you never
know when you will be called upon to act quickly.
The lessons learned from that day of training
have impacted our staff.  It has increased our
situational awareness, the ability to recognize an
emergency situation, and be ready to execute
the “boldface” procedures.  I have come to
believe the saying, “If you stay in Pensacola as
an intern, you will eventually see everything.”  I
just didn’t know it would be within one training
day!

LT Amy Hendrix
ASTC Pensacola

Naval Survival Training Institute
 AEHendrix@nomi.med.navy.mil

Greetings to all from sunny San Diego
State University.  I wanted take some space to
thank LT Tyler Scheeler and LT Sean Lando for
all their help assisting me with this issue of
SUSNAP and ensuring a smooth transition of
the Senior Editor position.

I expect, honestly I hope, there will be
those with constructive criticism and I encour-
age it.  The individual article titles in theTable of
Contents are hyperlinked to the title page of their
respective articles.  The SUSNAP tab on the left
side of each page will bring you back to the
TOC.  Please feel free to email me any sugges-
tions to improve the journal.  I would like to start
a “FEEDBACK” section for comments on
articles, recurring features to be added, and/or
thoughts to stimulate discussion amongst the
community.  Send items for the “FEEDBACK”
section directly to me at
jabalcius@nmcsd.med.navy.mil

Future authors, please route all future
submissions directly to me. One of the mem-
bers of the editorial board may contact you for
any clarifications, suggestions, or corrections to
be made.

A new feature being added will be a
professional website review, so dig through your
favorite professional links that you think would
benefit old and new members alike.

Please start working on your articles for
the next issue.  The targeted release date will be
late December or early January.

Lastly, if anyone is interested in becom-
ing an editor, send me an email.

Take care,

- LT Jim “Bumbles” Balcius

Note from the Editor
by

LT Jim Balcius
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